7 APPS FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS

ORGANIZE YOUR LIFE WITH CHIPPER
A digital planner in the palm of your hands. This app is academically focused where you can add your assignments, exams, etc.

STAY ON TOP OF IT WITH OUTLOOK
Receive important notifications from WSU departments and Blackboard. You can also customize and share your calendar with your peers.

NEVER BE LATE WITH ALARMY
This app makes sure you get out of bed by using games that stimulates your mind and body.

HAVE AN EXAM COMING UP? STUDYBLUE
 Allows you to make practice quizzes and flashcards that can be shared with other users.

DECLUTTER YOUR MIND WITH SIMPLEMIND
Is a topic too complex to learn? Try using Simplemind to mindmap and breakdown concepts. With its interactive features you will be able to learn anything quick!

NEED TO FOCUS? TRY FREEDOM
Restrict your phone usage time with this app. Customizable options are available so you can get more work done!

TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF WITH TIDE
This soothing lifestyle app will help you declutter your mind bringing you peace through guided meditations, focus timers, relaxing sounds and much more.
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